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ON THE SECOND DERIVATIVES OF CONVEX FUNCTIONS

ON HILBERT SPACES

NOBUYUKI KATO

(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. Let <j> be a proper l.s.c. convex function on a real Hilbert space

H. We show that if H is separable, then 4> is twice differentiate in some

sense on a dense subset of the graph of d<j>.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let 77 be a (real) Hilbert space. The inner product and associated norm

will be denoted by (•,•) and | • |, respectively. Let <b:H —» (-00, +00] be a

proper lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) convex function. Then subdifferential d(f>

is defined by

d(p(x) := {y G H\<p(z) - <p(x) >(y,z-x)   for all z G 77}.

We may regard d(p(x) as a generalized first derivative of <f> at x. Actually,

if <p is Gâteaux differentiable at x and has a continuous Gâteaux derivative

V0(jc) , then d<p(x) = {V<f>(x)} .

Our purpose is to show that <f> is twice differentiable in some sense on a dense

subset of the graph of dtp. Indeed, we show the existence of an operator which

has nice properties and may be considered as a generalized second derivative

of <f>. Our main result is an infinite-dimensional version of an interesting work

of Rockafellar [9].

2. Preliminaries

To formulate our result, we will give some preparation in this section. Given

a multi-valued operator T from H to 2 , we define D(T) := {x G 771 Tx ^

0} , T?(F) := Uxeom Tx. The graph of T is denoted by G(T).

An operator T is said to be linear if its graph G( T) is a linear subspace of

77 x 77.   (T may be multi-valued.) For any linear operator T, we define its
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adjoint T* by

G(T*) := {(v ,g) G H x H\(f ,v) = (u,g)   for all (u, f) G G(T)}

(cf. [1]). We say that T is self-adjoint if T = T*, and T is positive if (x,y)>

0 for all (x,y)GG(T).
rr

We say that an operator F:77 —* 2    is monotone if its graph G(T)  is a

monotone set in 77 x 77, i.e.,

(x-y,x -y) >0   forall(x,x'),(y,y)GC7(F).

T is said to be maximal monotone if it is monotone and there is no monotone

extension of T. It is well known that T is maximal monotone iff T is mono-

tone and the range condition T?(T + T) = 77 is satisfied. The subdifferential

dtp is an important example of maximal monotone operator. For a maximal

monotone operator T, we define its minimal section T   by

T°x := {y G Tx\ \y\ = inf{\z\: z G Tx}}.

In Hilbert space setting, it is known that T° is a well defined single-valued

monotone operator in 77, with domain D(T ) = D(T). (See e.g. [5,6].)

Let {Sn} be a sequence of sets in a Banach space X. Then we define the

notion of set convergence as follows. (See e.g. [4,9].)

s-(w-) lim S„:= {v G X\ there exist {zz, } c {«} and
n—»oo    " K

v„ gS„  such that s-(w-) lim vn  = v},
"k "k v /¿^oo    "k >

s-(w-) lim Sn:= {v G X\ there exist vn G Sn such that
n—»oo

s-(w-) lim v„ = v},
n—oo    "

i-(tiz-) lim 5 =S   if s-(w-) ïîm S = s-(w-) lim S„ = S,
n^oo n^oo „"^

where 5-(k;-) means the strong (or weak) topology, respectively.

Let 4>" (n = 0,1, ... ) be proper l.s.c. convex functions on 77. Then we say

that 4>n converges to tp   in the sense of Mosco if

w- lim Epi 4>n c Epi q>  C s- lim Epi cp" ,

where Epi <t>" is the epi-graph of <f>" , which is defined by

Epi(f>" = {(x ,1) G H xR\(f>"(x) < X}.

According to Attouch [4, Theorem 1.2], the following conditions are equiva-

lent:

(a) <j>" converges to <f>   in the sense of Mosco.

(b) For any A > 0 and x G H,

(I + kd<j)n)~Xx -» (7 + Ad/)-'x   aszz^cc,
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and there exist (un,vn)e G(d<j>") such that

"n -> "O > Un -* V0     and     ̂ "("J-* A"0)-

(c) For any X > 0 and x G 77,

4>1(x) —► ^(x)   as zz —»oo,

where </>"(x) is the Yosida regularization of 4>n defined by

3. Main result

Let 77 be a Hilbert space and 0:77 —► (-co, + oo] be a proper l.s.c. convex

function. For each (x,y) G G(dtp') and t > 0, consider the second-order

difference quotients

Ax,y,,(*) - t~2(<t>(x + th) - <Kx) -t(y,h)).

It is easily seen that A (: 77 —► (-oo, + oo] is proper l.s.c. and convex. Our

main theorem is now stated as follows:

Theorem. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and <p be as above. Then there

exists a dense subset E of G(dcf>) such that <t> is twice differentiable on E in

the following sense:

For any (x,y) G E, there exists a proper l.s.c. convex function q^f-H —»

(-co, +00] such that

(i)   Q- - = dq-- is a (multi-valued) linear positive self-adjoint operator in

77 {in the sense of'§2).

(ii)  The minimal section Q- - of Q-- is a single-valued linear positive self-

adjoint operator in the closed linear subspace D(Q- -) of 77, and

( l\(nO.-\l/2h\2   ifh(^n((fñ-\]
ax,y(h) =

i. jicC-)1/2A|2 ifHDmht12)
+ 00 otherwise,

(iii)   A- - t converges to q-- as 110 in the sense of Mosco.

It should be noted that Q- - may be called the generalized second derivative

of 4> at (x,y) as shown below.

Remark. We observe that if (f>: U c 77 —» R, U open convex, is of class C   and

convex, then Q- - = d <f>(x) for x G U satisfying (x, y) G E with v = d<b(x),

where dcj) and d 4> denote the first and second derivatives of <j>.
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Let h G H be fixed. By Taylor's theorem,

4>(x + th) = dj(x) + t(d4>(x), h) + (t2l2)(d2<¡)(x)h, h) + o(t2)

as / —* 0. Hence

At(h) := r2(0(x + th)<j>(x) - t(d<j>(x), h))

^Ud2<j>(x)h,h)   ast^O.

Let q(h) = \(d2cj>(x)h, h). Noting that d2(p(x): 77 -♦ 77 is self-adjoint, q: 77 -»

R is continuous, convex, and dq = d <f>(x). Since A(:77 —> R is also continu-

ous, convex, and D(At) = D(q) = 77, we have

At -+ q   in the sense of Mosco

by virtue of Salinetti and Wets [10, Corollary 2E]. On the other hand, by our

theorem,

A, -* 4-? ü '       y = d<t>(x),    in the sense of Mosco.

Then we have (q)Á = (q- y)x by [4, Theorem 1.2]. See the condition (c) of §2.
•y

As a consequence, we obtain dq = dq- -, i.e. d 4>(x) = Q- -.
x ,y x , v

4. Proof of Theorem

We begin with the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Let F:H -* 77 be a Lipschitz continuous mapping and suppose that

F is Gâteaux differentiable at w and has a continuous linear Gâteaux derivative

VF(u), i.e.,

(4.1) VF(u)h = lim t~l \F(ü + th)-F(Ü)]   for all h G 77.
'10

Then for any bijective continuous linear mapping *¥:H x H —»77x77,

lim r ' ¡y(G(F)) - ¥(«, F(ïï))] = ¥(G(VF(w))),
tío

where Hmll0 is taken in the sense of set convergence with respect to the strong

topology of HxH (see §2).

Proof. Let (u,v)G^(G(^F{u)) and tn\0. Setting (x ,y) = yV~\u,v) ,tnen

y = VF(ü)x= lim t~l [F(Ü + tnx) - F(Ü)].
n—»oo  " "

Puttting xn = ïï + tnx, yn = F(ü + tnx), then the linearity and continuity of

4> imply that

V(x,rn\F(ü + tnx) - F(ü)]) = Çlmxn ,yn) - ¥(ÏÏ,F(Ï7))]

Gt-XYV(G(F))-V(Ü,F(Ü))]

and

V(x,t-\F(ü+tnx)-F(ü)])^x¥(x,y) = (u,v).
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This shows that limnorl[¥(G(F)) - V(ü,F(u))] D V(G(VF(ïi))).

Conversely, let (u,v) G ïîmii0r"1[xF(G(F)) - ¥(I7,F(ïï))]. Then there exist

tn I 0 and (un,vn) - («,«) such that *F(ïï,F(ïï)) + tn(un,vn) G V(G(F)).

Put (xn,yn) = y¥~{(un,vn) and (x ,y) = x¥~1(u,v). Then we have (xn,yn)->

(x,y) since *¥~ is also continuous by the open mapping theorem. Thus,

noting that (« + tnxn , F(û) + tnyn) G G(F), we have

t'n\F{u + tnxn) - F(û)]= yn-+ y.

But since F is Lipschitzian, we get

t~\F(ü + tnx)-F(ü)]^y-

By the hypothesis (4.1), we have y = VF(ïï)x i.e.   (x ,y) G G(VF(ü)). Thus

Mo'(u,v) G ^(G(VF(ïï)))  and the relation lim.|or1[vF(C7(F)) - V(ü,F(ü))] c

V{G(VF(u))) holds.   D

Next, we investigate the properties of multi-valued linear maximal monotone

operators in 77.

Lemma 4.2. Let Q be a multi-valued linear maximal monotone operator in

77. Suppose that Q is the subdifferential of some proper l.s.c. convex function

q: 77 —► (-00, + oo]. Then:

(i)   Q is positive self-adjoint in the sense o/§2;

(ii) the minimal section Q   of Q is a single-valued positive self-adjoint op-

erator in the closed linear subspace Y := D(Q) of 77, and

|(ß°)1/2/»|2 + const   if h G D((Q°)l/2) (c Y)
(4.2) q(h) - ^

oo otherwise.

Proof, (i) It follows from [7, Proposition 2.15] that Qx = Q\ . Hence we see

that Jx = J*. Here Qx = (1/A)(7 - Jx) and JX = (I + ¿Q)~l for X > 0. Let
(v,g) G G(Q). Then for any (u,f)G G(Q), we have

(f + u,v) = (f + u,Jx(g + v)) = (Jx(f+u),g + v) = (u,g + v).

Thus (f ,v) = (u,g). This shows that ßcß*.

On the other hand, Q* is monotone by [8, Theorem 2]. Then the maximality

of Q implies that Q = Q*. Positivity is obvious.

(ii) It is known [6, IV, Theorem 1.2; 7, Theorem 4.1 ] that there exists a unique

contraction semigroup {S(t)} on Y = D(Q) such that the minimal section

-Q° of -Q is the infinitesimal generator of {S(t)} . Notice that {S(t)} is a

linear (C0)-contraction semigroup on the closed linear subspace Y.

Then Q is a single-valued linear maximal monotone operator in Y (densely

defined in Y). Since Q° c Q = dq, Q° is cyclically monotone by [7, Theorem
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2.5]. Then it follows from [7, Proposition 2.15] that Q is positive self-adjoint

in Y and Q  = dYy/ (the subdifferential considered in Y) with

,.,      Í \\{Q°)Xllh\2   ifhGD((Q°)xl2)(cY)
y/(h) = i

[ + oo otherwise.

y/ is also proper l.s.c. convex in 77, and it is easily checked that Q° c dtp and

D(Q)(= D(Q°)) c D(dy/) cD(Q) (= Y). Then [7, Corollary 2.2] yields that
Q = dy/, and hence we conclude that q = y/ + const by [7, Corollary 2.10].   D

Remark 4.1. It is shown that Q = Q°+dIY , where IY is the indicator function

of Y (i.e. IY(u) = 0 if u G Y, = +00 if u £ Y). In fact, let f G Qu, then

/ is written as f = fx+ f2 with fx G Y and f2 G Y± since 77 = Y © Yx

(Y is the orthogonal complement of Y). As shown in Lemma 4.2, Q = dy/

and so

y/(z) - y/(u) >(f,z-u) = (fx+f2,z- u)

= (fx,z -u)   for all z G Y.

Therefore, fx G dYy/(u) = Q°u. Noting that dIY(u) = Y"1 for u G Y, we

obtain Q c Q° + dIY . Conversely, Q° + dIY c dy/ + dIY c d(y/ + IY) =
dy/ = Q.

Proof of Theorem. Put F := 2(1 + dtp)'1 -I, 0(x,y) := (x + y,x-y). It

is obvious that F: 77 —> 77 is Lipschitz continuous, 0:T7xT7—»77x77 is

bijective, continuous linear, and ®~l(u,v) = ((« + v)/2,(u - v)/2) is also

continuous linear. Furthermore, we have Q>(G(d<p)) = G(F).

Since T7 is separable, by the result of Mignot [10, Theorem 1.2], there ex-

ists a dense subset U of 77 on which F is Gâteaux differentiable and has a

continuous linear Gâteaux derivative VF(u) at ü g U. Thus for ïï G U, (4.1)

holds.

Let E := <tr\G(F\v)) = {((« + F(u))/2, (u - F(u))/2)\u G U} , where F\v

is the restriction of F to U. Then E c 0~'(t7(F)) = G(d<f>) and E is dense

in G(d</>) with respect to the product topology of 77 x 77. In fact, noting that

F is Lipschitzian, we have G(F\U) is dense in 07(F). Thus by the continuity

of O"1, it is shown that E is dense in <p-1 (07(F)) = G(dc¡)).

Let (x,y) G E. By the definition, there exists h g U such that (x,y) =

<D"'(m,F(w)) . Then it follows from Lemma 4.1 with ¥ = <D-1 that

(4.3) limCl[G(d<t>) - (x,y)] = 4»-'(G(Vf («))).

Define Q-- by G(Q--) = <S>~x(G(VF(u))). Then Q-- is a linear operator
x ,y x ,y x,y

from 77 to 2H with domain

T)«^ _) = {(x + VF(u)x)/21x G T7}(ïï depends on (x,y) G E).
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Moreover, Q- - is a maximal monotone operator in 77.  In fact, the mono-

tonicity is a consequence of (4.3) since f [G(d(p) - (x ,y)] is monotone. Let

x G 77. Then
x + VF(u)x     _     fx + VF(ü)x\-¡^_í—i- o_I-i_^!— 1 ̂  x

2      +^x,yy      2     )

because ((x + VF(û)x)/2,(x-VF(û)x)/2) G G(Q--). Thus R(I + Q--) = H.
x ,y a. ,y

Now, consider the second-order difference quotients

Axyl(h):=r2(<t>(x + th)-<fi(x)-t(y,h))

for (x, y) G G(dcp) and t > 0. It is easily verified that A ,: T7 —» (-oo, + oo]

is a proper l.s.c. convex function with A     ,(0) = 0, and

G(dAxyt) = r\G(d<t>)-(x,y)].

Therefore, we obtain from (4.3) that

(4.4) limG(dA-x-yJ) = G(Q--).

Let tn | 0. By (4.4), for any (x,y) G G{Q--), there exists (xn,yn) G

G(dA- - t ) such that xn —» x and yn —► y This is equivalent to: for any X > 0

and x G 77,

(7 + XdA--tn)~Xx - (7 + XQ--)~lx   as « ^ oo

by [4, Corollary 1.1]. Then it follows from [4, Proposition 1.3] that

Qt y- 9qT- for some proper l.s.c. convex function q- -.
x ,y x ,y x ,y

Since (0,0) e G(dq--), ^¿-(v) > %>7(0) for every y G H. Then setting

%,?(*) :=%,y(*)-<M°)>
we have dq- - = dq- ^ = ßT ¥ and qT JO) = 0. After all, we obtain:

x ,y x %y x ,y x ,y

for any X > 0 and x G H , (I + Xd  A^-t )_1x ->   (7 + Xdq- -)'lx ,

(0,0)eC(^--), (0,0)efJ(3A__ J ; A--J0) = i--(0) = 0.

Hence by [4, Theorem 1.2] (see §2(b)), we conclude that A^ - tn converges

to q- - in the sense of Mosco. Thus (iii) is established.

The assertions (i) and (ii) are the consequences of Lemma 4.2. Note that the

constant appeared in (4.2) becomes zero since q- -(0) = 0.   D

Remark 4.2. (1) The above pair of F and <t> was introduced previously in [12]

and played an important role. But it is not essential. We may take, for example,

F := (I + dcp)~] and 0(x,y) := (x +y ,x) with appropriate changes of proof

above.

(2) If zz := dimT7 < +oo, E can be taken as G(dcp)\E is of measure zero

with respect to zz-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Indeed, U can be taken as

77\77 is of measure zero with respect to zz-dimensional Lebesgue measure by the
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classical result of Rademacher. See e.g. [14, VIII, 3]. Since F is Lipschitzian,

we have ß^n(G(F\H,u)) = 0, where ßifn is the zz-dimensional Hausdorff outer

measure. Since <D_1 : T7 x 77 -+ 77 x T7 is continuous linear, it is Lipschitz

continuous. Denoting by L the Lipschitz constant of O- , %fn(G(d<jJ)\E) =

ß?n(Q-\G(F\HKU))) < L"ß?n(G(F\HXU)) = 0.

Remark 4.3. (1) Concerning (ii) of Theorem, Asakawa [3] previously suggested

the expression where the restriction operator Q\Y (see [2]) is used instead of

the minimal section Q . In our setting, it is shown that both of them coin-

cide. Another expression is possible by using a square root Qx/2 defined by

the boundary value problem on half-axis of (elliptic) second order differential

equations. See [6, V].

(2) After finishing the previous version of this paper, the author was informed

by the referee of the J. L. Ndoutoume's work [11], which includes similar results

to ours. G(d(j)) is said to be smooth at (x ,y) G G(d<t>) if lim(i0?-1 [G(d(f>) -

(x,y)] = S for some linear subspace S of 77 x 77 ([12]). [11, Proposition

2.2, Theorem 3.3] shows that if G(d<j>) is smooth at (x,y), then there exists

a proper l.s.c.   convex function q- - such that (i) the minimal section Q- -
x, y x yy

of Q- - = dq- - is a positive symmetric single-valued linear operator, and

«TfjW = 2-(Ö°,fä'ä> for hGD(Q--);(fx) A, - ( converges to q-- as t\ 0

in the sense of Mosco.

The proof of our theorem shows that G(dc\>) is smooth at each point in E,

so that the points at which G(d<j>) is smooth are dense in G(d<f>) provided 77 is

separable. Our result tells more about Q- -, the self-adjointness in Y and the

complete expression of q- - by the square root of Q- -. It would be interesting■* » y * »y

that our proof of the self-adjointness of Q- - is based on the nonlinear as well

as linear Hille-Yosida theorem.

The author was also informed by the referee that J.-B. Hiriart-Urruty [9]

had defined the second differential for convex functions. Roughly speaking, it

corresponds to a convex set C of which support function satisfies y/^(h) =

\(Q% _)1/2/z|. See [9,11] for further details.■* >y
Finally, we note that, by (4.3), our second derivatives are related to the tan-

gent cones (cf. [5]).
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